
30Hr Non-Residential On-line Traffic Safety Test and Program Review 

1. What does OVI stand for?

2. What is the legal limit according to the law for getting an OVI?

3. Can you get you arrest for an OVI on medication?

4. Can you get arrested for an OVI because of drugs (cocaine, marijuana, meth)?

5. What is your average reaction time?

6. How does alcohol effect your reaction time?

7. On open roadways should you scan 12-15 seconds ahead or 2-3 seconds ahead?

8. When should you maintain a cushion of safety? And how far should it be?

9. What is distracted driving?

10. What is the Move Over Law?

11. What does zero tolerance mean? (Initiated by Annie’s Law)

12. When should you assume you are in another driver’s blind spot?

13. Can following too closely also be considered aggressive driving?

14. What is an FRA suspension?

15. How many points do you get for an OVI?      Disregard for Public Safety?

16. What is the 3 second rule?

17. How many points can you get on your license before the BMV suspends it?

18. What three actions make up you stopping distance? P- R- B-

19. What does cushion of safety mean and why is it important?

20. What is the most important thing that you learned in this class?



Substance Abuse Prevention Education 

1. What drug was Jessica or Allyson addicted to?

2. Name a behavior that would indicate that someone has a drug or alcohol problem:

3. Is Alcoholism a disease?

4. Name 3 defenses of an alcoholic, for example ‘lying’ is one:

5. Name 4 types of addictions:

6. Can people take too much medication? If yes, why?

7. Name two family roles?

8. What does AA stand for? NA?

9. What does MADD stand for?

10. Can people take too much medication? If yes, why?

11. What kind of priest is Father Martin?

12. Is alcohol a central nervous system depressant?

13. Is meth and cocaine stimulants?

14. Can someone die from alcohol withdraw?

15. Who started MADD?

16. What is the first step of AA?

17. What is an enabler?

18. How does marijuana affect the brain?

19. Is it safe to drive on Marijuana?

20. What is the favorite thing  you learned in this program?
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